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Preliminary design of engineering systems requires reasoning about physical
subsystems, their functionalities and their combination. This part of the design
process is largely qualitative, with few numerical models to guide the generation
and selection of solutions. This project explores the use of knowledge-based
models and techniques for representing preliminary design knowledge. The
approach cuurently being studied is decomposition coupled with constraint
directed search for feasible alternative solutions. The approach has been
implemented in a software tool for developing knowlege-based expert systems
for preliminary design. The tool has been applied to the domains of structural
design and foundation design.

1. SYNTHESIS
Design is a process by which design intentions are transformed into design descriptions.
During preliminary design, this transformation involves reasoning about the more
qualitative aspects of the design as a precursor to the more quantitative aspects of
engineering design and analysis. This project addresses the need for supporting the
qualitative reasoning of preliminary design through the development of a shell, or a
knowledge-based expert system programming environment, specifically suited for design
synthesis.
Design synthesis is a part of the design process during which components and subsystems
are identified and combined to form alternative design configurations. Typically, the
knowledge used during this part of the design process is not well defined or articulated.
Experienced designers resort to trial and error less frequently than novice designers when
they synthesize designs, suggesting that the use of knowledge-based expert systems to
represent "experience" may improve design synthesis.
Current design expert systems are largely domain specific systems that provide consultation
on a class of design problems within a particular domain. For example, HI-RISE [1]
addresses structural Resign of buildings, RETWALL [2] addresses design of retaining walls,
V-BELT [3] addresses the design of v-belts, and VEXED [4] addresses the design of
circuits.
Beyond these domain-specific expert systems for design, there is a recent interest in
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understanding how to formalize the design process as information processing systems.
Arciszewski [5] uses morphological analysis as a basis for generating design solutions by
combining feasible states in a qualitative decisions table. In VEXED, Mitchell [4]
decomposes the design process into modules and uses rules to identify the appropriate
design solution for each module. In DONTE, Tong [6] represents the design process as a
set of steps, where each step represents a level of abstraction and the solution is a
combination of the result of each step. Mittal[7] describes a constraint oriented approach to
design configuration. In DSPL, Brown [8] represents design knowledge as specialists and
steps.
The common themes among all approaches cited are problem decomposition and constraint
satisfaction. The approach in this project uses similar concepts in an effort to provide a
domain independent environment for developing a knowledge-based system for preliminary
design synthesis. The premise to this approach is that purely rule-based, forward or
backward chaining representation paradigms provided by many expert system tools are not
adequate for generating and comparing multiple design alternatives as is characteristic of
preliminary or conceptual design.

2. EDESYN
EDESYN (Engineering DEsign SYnthesis) [9, 10] is a domain independent shell for
building design expert systems. EDESYN provides a framework to define a design space to
form preliminary design solutions. The design space is defined by an expert in a specific
domain. The design space is organized around plans, goals, and decisions. The data
concerning the initial conditions, resources, etc. is supplied by a user of the resulting expert
system.
EDESYN solves a design problem by executing a plan that requires a series of goals to be
satisfied. Each goal represents a decision in the design process. Thus, design solutions are
formed by combining design decisions. Some salient features of EDESYN are:
1. The planning is performed during the design process. Goals are organized in
the order best suited for the design problem under consideration.
2. Preliminary design is considered as the synthesis of design decisions at
various levels of abstraction.
During synthesis, plan generation, plan
execution, and goal satisfaction techniques, combined with constraint-directed
search, are applied.
3. All feasible solutions for a plan are generated. The alternatives are evaluated
using heuristic criteria to identify the solution or set of solutions to be pursued
further.
EDESYN consists of five main modules: synthesis processor, knowledge-base, design
context, user interface, and knowledge acquisition facility, as illustrated in Figure 1. When
using EDESYN, the knowledge acquisition facility is invoked first During knowledge
acquisition, the domain specific knowledge is read from files prepared by a domain expert.
The domain specific knowledge is stored in the knowledge-base and the synthesis processor
is invoked. The user then provides the problem specific information through the user

interface to initialize the design context and guides the synthesis of design solutions to
augment the context
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Figure 1: Architecture of EDESYN
The knowledge-base, developed for a class of engineering design problems, includes the
following design knowledge: elements, goals, constraints, plans, planning rules, evaluation
ctriteria, and functions.
• Elements are potential discrete solutions to the design goals. Elements may
represent alternative subsystems, components, or parameters. The elements are
grouped according to the goal they can satisfy. For example, the elements steel
or concrete can satisfy the select-material goal. A design solution comprises a
combination of elements that satisfy the design goals as well as parameters and
their values.
• Goals represent decision points in the design process. A goal may be satisfied
in one of three ways: select an element from a set of elements, satisfy a set of
goals, or evaluate a Lisp function to return a single value. Knowledge about the
feasibility requirements, represented as constraints, is associated with each
goal.
• Constraints specify the functional and feasibility requirements of the anifact to
be designed. The knowledge within a constraint is represented as a "condition"
and an "action" part, where the condition specifies a combination of the
existence of elements in the current design solution and/or the value of an
initial condition, and the action specifies the element that is considered
infeasible if the condition is true. Constraints in this form, i.e. elimination
constraints, serve to prune the search space.
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Figure 2: EDESYN's User Interface
• A plan is representative of a design problem/subproblem, and contains a set of
goals to represent the problem. The knowledge about ordering these goals is
also associated with each plan.
• Planning rules contain knowledge about ordering the goals in a plan. Like
constraints, this knowledge is also represented in the form of a "condition" and
an "action", where the condition specifies a combination of the values of initial
conditions and/or the existence of elements in the current design solution, and
the action specifies a list of goals that replace the default goals list if the
condition evaluates to true.
• Evaluation criteria include knowledge for discriminating among feasible
alternatives at a given level of abstraction. The criteria are typically based on
heuristics and are assessed using partial design information. The feasible
alternatives are ranked based on a weighted combination of criteria values.

• Functions contain knowledge about mathematical and symbolic expressions
that can be used to calculate a design parameter. A function is connected to a
goal that can be satisfied by assigning a value to a design parameter.
The synthesis processor consists of four components: planner, search algorithm, constraints
checker, and evaluator. All four form a synthesis process to generate feasible design
solutions. A planner selects and organizes the goals in an order best suited for the current
design situation. A depth-first search algorithm satisfies the goals of the design problem in
the order prescribed by the planner. A constraints checker checks the constraints applicable
to the current goal prior to making a decision to satisfy the goal. An evaluator considers all
feasible alternatives to identify a subset to be pursued further.
The user interface is implemented using a multi-window, menu driven interaction style.
During the design synthesis process, the user can view and change the design specifications
in the form of preconditions. In another window, the synthesis process is monitored by the
user in the form of a tree of alternative solutions, where a path through the tree represents
one solution. One solution among a list of solutions is viewed in a third window. The user
interface is shown in Figure 2.
The knowledge acquisition facility transforms the information provided by the expen to the
frame based representation of the knowledge base. The expen provides the following design
knowledge: preconditions, decomposition, constraints, evaluation criteria, and functions.
The design knowledge is specified in a simple syntax and stored in files. Preconditions are
specified as a set of names, default values, and allowable ranges. For example, one
precondition may be wind load and its default value 30 psf, and its allowable range > 0.0.
Decomposition knowledge includes the goals, subgoals, elements, and planning rules. For
example the goal "design a structural system" may have two subgoals: "design a lateral
load resisting system" and "design a gravity load resisting system". The constraints are
specified as infeasible combinations of elements. Each evaluation criterion is sepcified by a
name and a procedure for assigning a value using the goals and elements associated with the
current solution. Functions are specified as Lisp functions that use the current state of the
design solution to calculate the value of a parameter.

3. IMPLEMENTATION
EDESYN is currently implemented in Franz Lisp running on a MicroVax II. EDESYN
makes use of a frame based language, FRAMEKIT [11], to define and manipulate the
design knowledge and the design solutions. The synthesis processor and knowledge
acquisition facility are implemented as Lisp functions. The knowledge base is implemented
as related frames. The user interface facility is implemented in C using the XI1 Window
Manager. The evaluator is implemented in Common Lisp as a module accessed during the
constraint directed search in the synthesis processor.
The design knowledge in the knowledge base and the feasible solutions in the design
context are represented in frames. The decomposition knowledge in EDESYN is
represented as a tree of frames, as illustrated in Figure 3. The root of the tree is the frame
representing the overall system to be designed. The slots of each frame represent (1) a
relation to the parent frame, (2) subgoals for the design of the system, and (3) planning rules
for selecting and ordering the subgoals. The subgoals for the design of the system are the

attributes of the system whose values are derived in one of three ways: as one-of a set of
elements, the value of a Lisp function, the synthesis of a subsystem. The synthesis processor
finds all feasible values for each goal in the decomposition tree, recursively applying a
synthesis function to each node.
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Figure 3: Decomposition Knowledge in EDESYN
EDESYN has been used as the development environment for three expert systems:
STRYPES, STANLAY, and FOOTER. STRYPES generates alternative structural
configurations for a building plan by identifying feasible combinations of stnitural types and
materials. STANLAY generates feasible layouts for a given structural configuration and
aproximates the sizes of the structural components. FOOTER generates feasible foundation
designs by identifying feasible combinations of foundation types, materials, and soil
conditions. FOOTER also approximates the parameters of the foundation design
alternatives. These three expert systems are used in the Integrated Building Design
Environment [12].

4. CONCLUSION
EDESYN facilitates the development of design expert systems by providing a syntax for

representing design knowledge. The design knowledge is specified by the decomposition of
a class of engineering systems, planning rules for applying the decomposition, constraints
on recomposition, and criteria for selecting among alternatives. EDESYN follows the
philosophy of expert system development by maintaining a separation of knowledge and
inference mechanism. The inference mechanism in EDESYN is a constraint directed, depthfirst search for feasible design solutions.
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